Abstract. This paper describes a high level library (The Nearest Neighbor Tool: NNT) that has been used to parallelize operational weather prediction models. NNT is part of the Scalable Modeling System (SMS), developed at the Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL). Programs written in NNT rely on SMS's run-time system and port between a wide range of computing platforms, performing well in multiprocessor systems. We show, using examples from operational weather models, how large Fortran 77 codes can be parallelized using NNT. We compare the ease of programmability of NNT and High Performance Fortran (HPF). We also discuss optimizations like data movement overlap (in interprocessor communication and I/O operations), and the minimization of data exchanges through the use of redundant computations. We show that although HPF provides a simpler programming interface, NNT allows for program optimizations that increase performance considerably and still keeps a simple user interface. These optimizations have proven essential to run weather prediction models in real time, and HPF compilers should incorporate them in order to meet operational demands. Throughout the paper we present performance results of weather models running on a network of workstations, the Intel Paragon, and the SGI Challenge. Finally, we study the cost of programming global address space architectures with NNT's local address space paradigm.
INTRODUCTION
Operational weather forecast offices, like the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), run numerical weather simulation programs to produce daily forecasts. These programs require very high computation and I/O speeds. Massively parallel computers are being investigated at NOAA's Forecast Systems Laboratory as a way of meeting current and future demands [3] . Besides performance requirements, "soft" requirements are also very important, such as portability, reduced development cost, and programmability. It is necessary that the code and data files port among computing platforms (sequential and parallel) without source changes so that new machines can be used and research can be conducted on different platforms. It is also important to maintain a single version of the code. The transfer from current sequential programs (sometimes with directives for vector Supercomputers, like Crays) to the new programs that execute on parallel and sequential architectures should occur with minimal cost. Moreover, the changes to the code should have a minimum impact on the code "appearance," so that model developers can recognize and modify sections of code in the new program.
We have designed NNT to be used in the development of codes that comply with the requirements described above. NNT is part of the SMS, which has another component that makes the run-time system. NNT provides a local address space programming environment. It is a set of Fortran 77 callable routines built over a layer of lower level routines that form the interface with the specific computing platform where the codes must be run. NNT has been ported to single processor computing environments, such as workstations and single-processor Crays, and multiple-processor computing environments like the Intel Paragon, SGI Challenge, Cray T3D, IBM SP2, nCUBE , and workstation clusters. A port to the MPI message passing standard [12] is under way. Programs written exclusively using NNT and Fortran 77 port among platforms without any source code change, as do the input and output data files. Machine dependent code, like explicit message passing or synchronization operations, may be used with NNT but inhibit portability. NNT allows for optimization in two areas:
at the user level and at the implementation level. At the user level, NNT provides routines for the run-time decomposition of data to processors, the overlap of computation and communication, and the overlap of processor activities with I/O operations. These are described in Section 3. The overlap of communication, I/O, and computation, is managed by SMS's run-time system. At the implementation level, NNT allows machine-specific optimizations that are invisible to the user. These are usually related to message passing, I/O, global or local address space architectures, and single or multiple process execution. For example, NNT implementations may use machine-dependent I/O calls that enhance I/O throughput, and avoid multilevel buffering in machines with global address space.
As a sequential code is modified for parallel execution using NNT, the changes to the code are minimal. For example, in the NNT version of NCEP's Eta model [5] , only 10% of the new code contained program lines that were added or modified (half of those were for I/O). Not only is it important that the number of changes introduced by NNT be minimal, but the resulting loop structures and computation lines must also be identical to the original versions, as shown in Section 3.
Several libraries have been proposed to parallelize weather prediction models. Among them, the GMD Grid Communication Library [4] and the Argonne National Laboratory's RSL [8] seem to be the most promising [2] [9] . Other efforts to parallelize weather prediction models have been based on highlevel libraries [1] [7] . The GMD library is of more general scope than NNT, since it allows for nonregular domains. The cost of this generality is added complexity. RSL schedules individual columns of the 3D volume to each processor. This makes it simple to implement dynamic load balancing procedures but forces the programmer to change the original sequential code considerably. The advantages of NNT are the simplicity of its use, the treatment of I/O operations, and the possibility of overlapping computation, communication, and I/O operations.
In Section 2 we present a general description of NNT. Using examples from the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) and Eta models, we describe in Section 3 a method for the parallelization of a sequential code using NNT. In Section 3 we also present performance results of different applications coded using NNT, and show how fully portable code that includes performance optimizations can be generated while still maintaining a simple programming interface. In Section 4 we compare the ease of programming of NNT and HPF the RUC model as an example. In Section 5 we study the execution of redundant computes to reduce the amount of interprocessor communication, a technique that has proved very useful for weather forecast models. The optimizations possible with NNT that are described in this paper, must be included in HPF compilers in order to generate efficient code for weather forecast applications (this should hold for other applications as well). In Section 6 we study the cost of portability in NNT. We show the execution performance of a parallel Laplace solver coded using NNT which was run on the SGI Challenge multiprocessor. We also present the performance of the same model coded using the native programming tool of the machine (DOACROSS directive) to examine the penalty for using a local address space paradigm on multiprocessors with hardware support for global addressing. We show that under certain conditions the NNT code executes faster than the native SGI code.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF NNT
NNT was designed for the parallelization of regular grid-based weather prediction models. In this type of model, the volume of the forecast area is mapped into a regular three-dimensional grid, and a set of partial differential equations is solved for each point in the grid. The computations found in weather prediction models have characteristic stencils that define the spatial data dependencies for the computation of a particular grid point. For example, the equation
has a 5 point stencil. We define the half-width of the stencil, in each dimension, as the maximum displacement in the index for that dimension. In the above equation, for example, the stencil halfwidth is 1 in the i and j dimension. The equation indicates that the computation of df in any grid point depends on the values of array f on the four neighboring points.
NNT provides a routine to map processes to data (domain decomposition). Each processor will have locally the set of data that corresponds to the region assigned to the process executing on the processor (interior region). NNT also manages a halo region, which is used to contain data that is produced by neighboring processors and is needed for local computation. Halo regions of two rows and two columns are shown in Figure 1 , for a two-dimensional decomposition. The data in the interior and halo regions can be input or output using the NNT I/O calls. Enough storage must be allocated in each array declaration to contain the interior and halo regions. NNT updates data in the halo regions using halo exchanges. The amount of data exchanged is given by the exchange thickness, which can be varied dynamically throughout the program execution. The maximum value of the exchange thickness is defined at the time of the data decomposition, and should be large enough to include the largest stencil related to a particular array.
Interior Region
Halo Region Figure 1 . Interior and halo regions on a processor. In this example, the halo region consists of two rows and two columns in both dimensions.
The parallelization of a sequential code using NNT is based on data decomposition. Each process will execute the same program on different data. The first step in the parallelization process is to study the data dependencies in the code. These dependencies will define, for each array, the allowed decomposition types and the maximum thickness (stencil width) associated with it. The user is responsible for providing arrays large enough to hold the interior and halo regions. The specification of decomposition types and thicknesses can occur at run time. A data decomposition defines the regions assigned to each processor and also defines a virtual array of processors, creating neighboring relations between them. When the data decomposition routine is called, a decomposition structure is created and a structure handle is returned (a handle is a Fortran 77 integer). This handle will be used as an argument to subsequent NNT calls to specify the decomposition that is the context to the specific NNT operation. Many arrays can be associated with the same decomposition.
To execute I/O or exchange operations, NNT uses structures that must be defined by the user (at run-time). These structures can be shared by many arrays, and allow for array aggregation so that multiple arrays can be input, output, or exchanged simultaneously. Handles to these structures are returned from routines that define the above operations. In Figure 2 we show the flow of creation and usage of NNT structures (accessed by handles). To define each operation the user must specify a decomposition handle and the number of arrays aggregated in the operation. To define an exchange operation a data type must be specified. The parameters for the I/O or exchange operations can also be modified at run time. This allows to change the selection of array operands and the exchange patterns and thickness for halo region exchanges. and end values in the local space of each processor. NNT provides calls to do this translation.
PARALLELIZING A WEATHER FORECAST MODEL: EXAMPLES
To show how a weather prediction model is parallelized using NNT, we describe different aspects of this process using examples from the parallelization of the Eta and the RUC models [5] [6] .
A typical sequential program has I/O phases and computation phases. Figure 3 shows the typical flow of execution of an NNT program. In the NNT setup procedure, decomposition, I/O and exchange handles are created to define the NNT operations that will occur during execution. For large programs, it has been found useful to build a separate "NNT Setup" module that will call the NNT "define" routines. The handles can be passed to the rest of the program modules using common blocks. After the I/O and exchange handles are created, calls to NNT I/O and NNT exchange operations can be made. The computation part of a weather prediction program is primarily a set of loops. The start and end parameters of these loops can be modified using the NNT index translation routines (which can also be called from the NNT Setup module). In the remainder of this section, we show examples of the usage of NNT. These examples were taken from the parallel versions of the Eta and RUC models. Details of the NNT calls are available in the NNT User's Guide [11] .
Creation of NNT Handles
In the RUC model a common block in an include file was used to declare the handles 
This will optimize performance by improving the usage of the machine's memory hierarchy. To define a three-dimensional exchange the NNT_define_exch call is used:
The decomposition handle IDECOMP_3D is from a three-dimensional decomposition previously defined.
The NNT_define_exch call creates an exchange handle (IEXCH_F_3D_5VAR) for an exchange of up to 5 real arrays. Assignment of model variables to an exchange handle is shown in Section 3.3.
The following are examples of the calculation of index translation vectors for translation of the start and end parameters in loop structures: This call creates an I/O handle (IO_2D_OUTUV) that defines the input and output operations of any array decomposed with a two-dimensional decomposition identified by the handle IDECOMP_2D. A total of 2 arrays can be read or written simultaneously per operation per process using the handle IO_2D_OUTUV.
I/O Operations
NNT provides a full set of I/O operations [14] . These include ASCII and binary I/O, and decomposed and nondecomposed array I/O. We only describe input and output operations on decomposed arrays. To execute an I/O operation, the arrays that will be the operands to the operation have to be assigned to the I/O handle. The following are examples taken from Eta:
Lines 1-5 assign arrays ua, va, ta, dfpa, and qva as arrays to be exchanged. Typically, these lines are necessary only once in a program. The exchange pattern (NNT_DO_ALL) is set to exchange halo regions between all neighbors, including the corner neighbors (a total of 8 neighbors in a twodimensional decomposition, for example). The exchange operation is executed with the following call:
The NNT exchange has as parameter the exchange handle. NNT also provides subroutines to overlap exchange operations with computation: NNT_start_exch and NNT_end_exch. NNT_start_exch returns immediately, effectively overlapping the exchange time with the computations that precede the call to NNT_end_exch. The syntax for these calls is the same as for NNT_exchange.
NNT overlapped exchanges were used to improve the scalability of the Well-Posed Topographic model running on a network of Sun Sparc2 workstations linked through Ethernet (Figure 4 ). The halo region exchange was overlapped with the computation of the interior region assigned to each processor. The results show that performance optimizations were possible without sacrificing a simple programming interface. 5:
Array Index Translation
Since we use a two dimensional decomposition on i and j, the only changes to the code occur in lines 1 and 2, where the start and end parameters were replaced by the index translation vectors indexed with those start and end values. This greatly simplifies the translation process, which could be done by a preprocessor.
In summary, the parallelization of an application using NNT involves four steps: the creation of the NNT setup module, the substitution of loop index parameters, the insertion of exchange operations, and the substitution of I/O calls. The substitution of loop index parameters is trivial and could be done by a preprocessor, the insertion of exchange operations is guided by data dependence analysis necessary in any parallelization effort, and the substitution of I/O calls should be easy given the simple interface to the NNT I/O calls. The NNT setup module contains the basis for the parallelization of the application, and it defines the way data will be decomposed, exchanged, input, or output. This is where most of the calls to NNT will occur. It is our experience, however, that the structure of an NNT setup module can be reused between applications.
PROGRAMMABILITY: NNT AND HPF
The goal of this section is to compare NNT and HPF in programmability and performance. We will show that HPF provides a simpler user interface mainly because the programmer does not have to perform interloop dependence analysis. However, NNT allows for optimizations that cannot be expressed in HPF or carried out by current compilers. We study the performance impact of an optimization targeted to reduce communication costs, which has proven essential to run weather prediction models in real time. We hope that our discussions could motivate the development of compilers that perform such optimizations.
Domain Decomposition
The parallelization of any sequential code starts with study of the data dependencies. These dependencies define, for each domain decomposition, the data that must be moved between processors and the synchronization operations necessary to maintain correctness. The selection of a domain decomposition is based on the minimization of the effect of synchronization and data movement.
Typically, this goal is achieved by increasing the ratio of computation to communication. In message passing architectures, the synchronization is embedded in the communication mechanism. Sometimes, program restructuring is used to modify data dependencies, which can result in reduced communication and synchronization costs.
Data dependence analysis must be done for each loop that will be parallelized. This analysis will define the set of domain decomposition strategies that allow parallelization, and should be carried out for both NNT and HPF programming. The domain decomposition is specified in HPF using the DISTRIBUTE directive (see [15] for a description of HPF). For example, to decompose the first two dimensions of a three dimensional array U on a two-dimensional plane of processors, the HPF syntax is: In NNT, the user, at run time, must specify the thickness of the halo regions (or maximum amount of data that will need to be communicated), and the periodicity of the boundaries (periodic or nonperiodic NNT does not force the user to bind the decomposition to a particular array. The binding is "indirect" since the decomposition handle (decomp_handle) is used in NNT operations like I/O and halo exchanges. In NNT, the user is responsible for declaring arrays that are large enough to hold the interior and halo regions assigned to each processor. In HPF the management of local address is invisible to the user (except maybe in the use of the NEW option on INDEPENDENT loops, as we will see later).
Loop Parallelization
Loop parallelization is done in HPF by means of the FORALL loop or the INDEPENDENT directive. In NNT a loop is "parallelized" using loop index translation vectors. These vectors are created using one of a group of NNT calls. Translation vectors are different across processors since they reflect the special treatment of physical boundaries and inequalities in work distribution. 
22: ENDIF

23: 80 CONTINUE
The HPF version of this loop, assuming that the corresponding DISTRIBUTE directives were used for the arrays inside the loops, is the following: 
23: END FORALL
24: ENDIF
25: 80 CONTINUE
The INDEPENDENT directives in Lines 12 and 16 include the NEW option since the variables JA, JB, I, IA, and IB should be made local to each processor, so that parallelization is not inhibited.
Assuming that the loop index translation vectors j_start, j_end, i_start, and i_end have been previously created using the NNT_loops routine, the parallelization of Loop 80 using NNT is the following : 
26: ENDIF
27: 80 CONTINUE
An important distinction between HPF and NNT is that the user must perform interloop dependence analysis when programming using NNT. This analysis will define the need for halo regions and halo exchanges. The user must also define the size of the halo region. This process is handled by the compiler if HPF is used, and is probably the biggest advantage of HPF, since the process can be tedious and relatively complicated for large programs that call several subroutines.
However, we will show that the user control over halo exchanges allows for optimizations that make NNT programs more efficient that their HPF counterpart. Lines 7 and 22 are calls to NNT exchange routines previously defined using the NNT_define_exch call. EXCH_HANDLE_1 and EXCH_HANDLE_2 are exchange handles created by the routine NNT_define_exch , which specify the data that must be In summary, programming with NNT is more complex than programming with HPF. To program with NNT the user must understand the local (across processors) treatment of the problem being solved. The user must:
• Perform loop and interloop data dependence analysis (only needed within loops in HPF).
• Define maximum "thickness" for halo exchanges.
• Provide enough storage to hold interior and halo regions, since dynamic memory allocation is not within the Fortran 77 standard.
• Map local values to global values (identify local variables in HPF).
• Create loop index translation vectors and replace start and end parameters in loops (insert FORALL or INDEPENDENT directive in HPF).
The changes that are made to the original code, however, are very similar in HPF and NNT. In both cases the loop statements are modified but most of the body of the loop remains the same. The previous section showed that HPF is a parallelization approach that is simpler than high level libraries like NNT. However, for HPF to be successful, it must also perform well on multiprocessor systems. The optimizations described above must be carried out by HPF compilers. Array aggregation has been implemented by compilers [16] . Overlapping of data movement and computation might also be possible by a compiler, as is suggested by work that automatically generates prefetch calls for cachebased multiprocessors [17] . High performance I/O systems can be used by the HPF language if HPF defines appropriate syntax for parallel I/O operations. It is fundamental that the language/compiler be able to use systems that are capable of buffering and reordering data. In this section we present an optimization, possible with NNT, which is targeted to reduce communication by computing redundant operations inside a processor. We have measured performance improvements as high as 50%.
TRADING REDUNDANT COMPUTATION FOR
Consider the sequential version of Loop 80. In Loop 84 the computation of TA(I,J) needs data items HSCR3(I-1,J), HSCR3(I,J-1), and HSCR3(I,J+1), among others with (I,J) indices. If data is decomposed in a two-dimensional decomposition, a particular processor will need data from the neighboring processor in the negative I direction, and the negative and positive J direction (processors on the physical boundary will behave differently). HSCR3 is computed in Loop 83, and therefore it is exchanged in Line 22 of the nonoptimized NNT code. However, if each processor executes Loop 83 over its domain plus the inner row and column of the halo region (Fig. 1) , the values of HSCR3 that are 
THE COST OF PORTABILITY IN NNT
One of the main reasons for designing NNT with a local address paradigm is that it allows portability between local and global address space architectures. The cost of portability is the inefficient use of global address space architectures if send and receive functions are called to move data between processors. We ported NNT to the SGI Challenge using System V Interprocess Communication (IPC) shared memory operations, which allow efficient movement of data during halo region exchanges. The data is gathered and scattered into a single shared buffer for communication,
avoiding the high cost associated with the multilevel buffering used in message passing libraries [10] .
We use a two-dimensional Laplace solver that uses a five-point stencil to probe the effectiveness of NNT on the SGI Challenge shared memory multiprocessor. We parallelized the Laplace solver using the DOACROSS directive and using NNT. The SGI DOACROSS directive only allows decomposition in one dimension. With NNT, however, the user can decompose in two dimensions. Figure 7 shows the execution time of the native SGI implementation (1D), the NNT implementations (1D and 2D), and the ideal execution time assuming perfect speed-up.
We can see in Fig. 7 that the execution times are very similar between the native SGI (DO ACROSS) and the 1D NNT implementation. The 2D NNT implementation, on the other hand, executes faster. (Remember that the difference between 1D and 2D versions of an NNT program is simply the selection of the decomposition type, which can be done at run time.) It is not possible to implement a two-dimensional decomposition using native SGI directives.
In general, global address space programs that decompose arrays on the dimension that is stored contiguously in memory will not use caches with large blocks effectively. Let us consider, for example, a two-dimensional problem that is decomposed in both dimensions. If the cache block contains b words, then the cache hit ratio will be b-1/b during the access to the halo regions in the noncontiguous storage dimension. However, during the access to the halo regions in the contiguous dimension, the cache hit ratio will be W-1/b, where W is the stencil half-width in the contiguous dimension. NNT (and in general message passing) offers an "unexpected" benefit in programming shared memory multiprocessors with caches, since it improves cache utilization on multidimensional decompositions. In message passing a processor copies data into a one-dimensional buffer before a send. The processor that later reads the buffer (receive operation) gets the full benefit of multipleword fetch on a cache line load. Using message passing, a two-dimensional decomposition of the twodimensional Laplace solver will be ideal, since it minimizes the ratio of communication to computation. Note that in a global address space multiprocessor with caches that have one-word blocks, a two dimensional decomposition would also minimize the number of coherence misses.
Error! Disk Full. Free some disk space and recalculate this field. indicate that higher resolution models will have better scaling.
CONCLUSIONS
NNT provides a set of subroutines that can be used for the parallelization of regular grid based weather prediction models. The Eta and RUC operational models have been parallelized using NNT.
The definition of data decompositions, I/O operations, and exchanges can be localized in a single program module. The model code appearance is minimally affected, since only I/O operations and start and end parameters in loop structures need to be modified. Halo region exchanges need to be placed according to data dependence analysis. The code developed using NNT runs without source code change on any computing platform where NNT is ported. The data files also port between computers without changes.
HPF provides a portable mechanism for the parallelization of large codes that is simpler than high level libraries like NNT. HPF's biggest advantage is that the user need not study interloop dependencies and need not include explicit interprocessor communication calls. This is a fundamental benefit of global address space programming.
The execution of redundant computations to avoid data exchanges can reduce total execution time of operational weather models by approximately 50%, even on shared memory architectures. We have observed that the resulting communication time is in the order of 10-20% of execution time, and we believe that optimizations that overlap interprocessor communication with computation could completely hide this overhead. Compilers for languages like HPF should carry out these optimizations.
NNT provides an interface to a very fast parallel I/O system. Without such an I/O system, the execution times of weather models would increase by an order of magnitude or could not be programmed at all. It is essential to the weather prediction community that solutions like HPF supply an interface to fast I/O operations. We are currently starting efforts to combine the NNT and HPF advantages. A possible solution is to make a tool that uses information internal to HPF compilers to produce NNT code from HPF programs. Such tool will use the compiler's data dependence analysis to define halo regions and locate halo exchanges where appropriate.
For the types of problems investigated the performance of the codes that use NNT is comparable to the native implementation on machines with global address space supported in hardware.
Moreover, NNT provides additional benefits on global address space multiprocessors with caches, since it allows for efficient cache use on multidimensional decompositions.
